The diversity harbored by populations of RNA viruses results from high mutation rates, as well as from the characteristics of the environment where they evolve. By means of a simple model for structured quasispecies, we quantify how competition for space among phenotypic types shapes their distribution at the mutation-selection equilibrium. We introduce a general framework to treat this problem and relate mutation rate and competition strength to the quasispecies composition. For diffusion limited competition, diversity typically increases and the asymptotic growth rate of the population diminishes as diffusion decreases. Limited mobility confers a relative advantage to worse competitors. The stationary state is characterized by an over-production of viral particles. Empirical data allow an estimation of mutation rates compatible with the diversity observed in viral populations infecting cellular monolayers. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.100.038106 PACS numbers: 87.23.ÿn, 87.10.ÿe RNA viruses count amongst the most plastic organisms on Earth. Elevated mutation rates maintain high levels of diversity in their populations, a feature that underlies their fast response to environmental changes [1] . Simple models that focus on the diversity of phenotypes in a quasispecies [2] have successfully explained a number of collective behaviors displayed by RNA viruses. These models tacitly assume that a phenotype can be represented by a large number of different genotypes, and that the relevant quantity behind adaptive properties is the diversity maintained in the quasispecies. In this framework, the ways in which viral quasispecies can escape Muller's ratchet have been quantified [3, 4] , as well as the kinetics of the process of fitness gain [5] , or the effect that infection transmission modes [6] and interaction between phenotypic classes [7] have on virulence. Further, empirical observations indicate that quasispecies diversity is related to pathogenesis [8] .
RNA viruses count amongst the most plastic organisms on Earth. Elevated mutation rates maintain high levels of diversity in their populations, a feature that underlies their fast response to environmental changes [1] . Simple models that focus on the diversity of phenotypes in a quasispecies [2] have successfully explained a number of collective behaviors displayed by RNA viruses. These models tacitly assume that a phenotype can be represented by a large number of different genotypes, and that the relevant quantity behind adaptive properties is the diversity maintained in the quasispecies. In this framework, the ways in which viral quasispecies can escape Muller's ratchet have been quantified [3, 4] , as well as the kinetics of the process of fitness gain [5] , or the effect that infection transmission modes [6] and interaction between phenotypic classes [7] have on virulence. Further, empirical observations indicate that quasispecies diversity is related to pathogenesis [8] .
The phenotypic composition of a quasispecies results from properties intrinsic to the population, such as the mutation rate, but also from features of the environment where evolution and adaptation occur. Among the latter, population bottlenecks are known to decrease diversity and average fitness [9] , a situation that can be reverted if massive population passages are applied [10] . Another example is the extremely different equilibrium distributions of phenotypes yielded by horizontal or vertical transmission [6] . Finally, the structural properties of infected tissues also condition the composition of quasispecies, as revealed for instance when comparing plant viruses (with restricted mobility and spreading mostly in two dimensions) with animal viruses [11] .
The asymptotic properties of quasispecies structured into two classes (master and mutant) evolving in physical spaces of finite dimensionality have been theoretically addressed in the literature. Limited diffusion confers an advantage to the mutant class, and thus pushes the critical error threshold to lower values of the mutation rate as diffusion decreases [12, 13] . The use of field theory has demonstrated as well that lower spatial dimensions enhance coexistence [14] . In this Letter, we use a quasispecies structured into F different phenotypic classes to quantify how diversity becomes modified by limited diffusion. Classes above average are impaired as diffusion decreases, while those below average obtain a relative advantage that we precisely quantify.
Our model is inspired by an often applied protocol where the characteristics of infective agents are studied by means of infection spreading on cellular monolayers [15] . The process is initiated by a single particle that replicates inside a cell. Eventually, the cell is killed and new viral particles (possibly mutated) are released to the medium. A fraction of that progeny infects adjacent, fresh cells. The process repeats and the size of the plaque formed by dead cells grows. After a transient period, all activity occurs at the perimeter of the plaque. In the limit t ! 1, the number of cells killed per generation attains a constant value N 1, and the diversity distribution of viral particles produced reaches a stationary shape that depends on the mutation rate and on the transport properties of the medium.
The two main processes (mutation and competition) are implemented in our model as a phenotypic mutation rate and as a set of coefficients representing the effect of competition between fitness types, respectively. We consider f 1; . . . ; F fitness classes for viral particles, each represented by n f g individuals at generation g. The fitness f corresponds to the number of offspring per generation produced by an individual in that class. Successful replication depends not only on f, but also on the properties of neighboring individuals: we define the phenomenological competition coefficient f of class f as the fraction of actually infecting offspring of that class. By definition, these quantities fulfill 0 f 1, with a precise functional form that will be specified below. Evolution proceeds in discrete time steps, or generations, and each new population substitutes the old one [16] . Finally, offspring from an individual of class f mutates to class f ÿ 1 with probability p and to class f 1 with probability q. In the limit N 1, the model can be described through average values that evolve according to the deterministic dynamical equations
with reflecting boundaries at f 1 and f F, such that
The limit g ! 1 is characterized by an asymptotic distribution of fitness classes n f g ! 1=N u f independent of the initial condition. For constant population size, the coefficients f fulfill X
Let us start by presenting a self-consistent solution to the problem. A formal solution to the dynamical Eqs. (1) can be written in terms of the mean matrix M f;f 0 , defined as the expected number of individuals with fitness f in generation g 1 arising from an individual of fitness f 0 at generation g [4, 17, 18] . Its largest eigenvalue for N constant is 1, and the corresponding right eigenvector u f yields the stationary distribution of fitness classes,
The competition coefficients f depend on the phenotypic mutation rates p and q, on the transport properties of the medium, and on f. Given a functional form for f consistent with Eq. (2), the stationary solution of the problem can be explicitly obtained for F 4 from Eq. (3), where f results from the condition that the maximum eigenvalue of the mean matrix equals unity. For F > 4, the additional condition P i iu i f can be used in order to simultaneously solve that equality and Eq. (3): A numerical solution yielding f and u f can be iteratively obtained as the fixed-point of the dynamical system defined by the two equations.
In order to go further, we analyze a specific implementation of spatial competition that yields a functional form of the coefficients f . Consider a population occupying an array of L columns d rows, L d, L 1. At each generation, the progeny of this population will move to a similar array with the condition that all individuals in domains D of size S D d 2d 1 compete for empty sites (see Fig. 1 ). For d 1, for example, the individual at site r 0 competes with its nearest neighbors at r 0 ÿ 1 and r 0 1 for the site immediately in front of it. Increasing values of d mimic the mixing effect of larger diffusion rates. The probability pf that an individual with fitness f infects a particular cell out of the S D available to the next generation is pf f P D f nn ÿ1 , where f nn corresponds to the fitness of each site in the area defined by the domain D at generation g. The fraction f of actually infecting offspring is the product of pf times the number of trials allowed to each daughter particle (i.e., the size of the domain where competition occurs) normalized through the average number of offspring produced by class f, i.e.,
Accurate predictions of the average fitness in the domain D require knowledge of the average fitness F r of sites at distance r 1 conditional to having fitness f at r 0 :
The function F rj F r 0 f contains all the relevant information on the correlations developed through competition for space, and fulfills F r ! 1j F 0f ! f, 8 f. The quantity P D f nn is a nondecreasing function of f, implying that f is a nonincreasing function of f: f f1 . As a general result, we thus obtain that the fraction of successful offspring for an individual of class f is larger (or equal, in the limit d ! 1) than that of an individual of class f 1.
Let us consider the limit of weak spatial correlations, corresponding to q < p ! 1. In that case mixing is very efficient and correlations decay rapidly, so we approximate 
that we believe to be generic for any value of F. For 
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The advantage enjoyed by type f in the quasispecies is 
All results actually converge to mean-field in the limit d ! 1, where
The derivation of the exact solution for the mean-field system can be found in [4] .
We simulate computationally the one-dimensional model (see Fig. 1 In our model, the average value of fitness at stationarity, f d , is well above unity for any biologically meaningful combination of parameters and finite d. This implies that a number N f d ÿ 1 of the offspring produced at each generation is not able to infect cells, and thus causes a steady flux of individuals leaving the system. The limit of no competition corresponds to 0 f 1=f, according to the definition of the competition coefficients given in Eq. (4). This situation is exactly solvable and yields an average fitness
, with q=p: the average fitness approaches unity as ! 0 in the absence of competition. The overproduction of particles is thus an unavoidable by-product of the competition between types, and becomes negligible if competition is turned off. A complete solution to the problem, currently unavailable, requires the calculation of the correlation functions F rj F r 0 f . Our numerical results indicate that F r decays exponentially with r, so spatial correlations are short ranged. This behavior is likely behind the fact that our approximation of weak correlations (which assumes short-ranged correlations), Eq. (5), does not change the qualitative properties of the system (see Fig. 2 , for example). Similar problems to the one here tackled have been studied in the context of spatial multitype branching processes, for which few exact results are known [19] .
Equation (3) can be used as well to estimate the coefficients f compatible with a diversity distribution u f , assuming p and q are known. At present, the competition coefficients f cannot be obtained from experimental data. Instead, one may know with relative ease the composition u f of the population. Consider the results reported in [20] [21] . Once other experiments of the kind allow to determine more precise values for p and q, it will be possible to obtain the value of d that fits the empirical distribution u f . This procedure might eventually return additional knowledge on the degree of competition between classes in the quasispecies through the set of parameters f , and thus on the properties of the environment where the virus has evolved.
The model here presented is able to capture the effect of different degrees of mixing in heterogeneous populations for fixed intrinsic parameters (as p and q). In infections of cellular monolayers, the parameter d has a natural counterpart in the physical properties of the agar where cells are deposited and in the characteristics of the supernatant fluid, so it could be easily modified in properly designed in vitro experiments. Quantitative results should be comparable to natural populations in cases where spatial competition is the main competitive interaction between fitness classes, and whenever the population is sufficiently close to the mutation-selection equilibrium. The dynamical rules used could be modified to account for other situations where those conditions do not apply. Such might be out-ofequilibrium states (e.g., shortly after a population bottleneck [18] ), other forms of interaction between fitness types (as when viral interference inside the cell occurs [22] ), or if the effect of beneficial and deleterious mutations is highly asymmetric, as seems to be the case [21] . Modifications of the current model, together with a deeper comparison with the ever increasing amount of experimental results appears as an interesting avenue to advance in our knowledge of the relationship between mutation, environment, and viral diversity.
